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in the 20th Century3
“You can paint it any color, so long as it's black”
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R·I·T
Why was it successful?
Usability: Changeability, adaptability, easy to use
Standards: Technology, roads, rules of use, etc.
Why did it really work?
Infrastructure
in the 20th Century 5
user featuresUse-driven design
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Banking & Finance 
Internet 
Not Ready for
Its Future Roles 















Computing specialists use same platform as
medical doctors and mechanics
engineers and architects
school teachers and administrators
artists and lawyers
biologists and chemists
business managers and financial professionals 
...
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Just look at your computer!
! Motivation


















Network bandwidth increases by 
a factor of four every three years
Storage 
Growth
Storage density increases by a 
factor of 100 every 10 years
But it is unusable at any bandwidth!
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“We put this nation on wheels not by training 
the entire population as mechanics, but by 
improving cars so they didn’t often need 
mechanics ... “ D. S. Platt
Same transition needs to happen in computing; 
and, many of the problems are not technical!
ordinary users fear installing next “recall”
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Call to Action
(NSF CI Council, March 07)
“While hardware performance has been 
growing exponentially it has become 
clear that increasingly capable hardware 
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It is the coordinated 
aggregate of 
software, hardware &
other technologies, as well as 
human expertise, required to 
support current and future 
discoveries in 

















What are the big opportunities for 
Systems Biology and Medicine
Astrophysics and Earth Science
Social Sciences and the Humanities
Libraries ...
when combined with powerful 
computational tools seamlessly 
integrated in an infrastructure that the 
domain user community can use with 
ease? ...
 Motivation
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Support For Scientists and 
Engineers
 Motivation
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Support For Health Care 
Professionals & Patients16
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Domain-specific computing: infrastructure, 
methods, and models
Integration frameworks for data and 
models within and across domains
Human-System Interaction: languages and 
representations for higher-level functions
Communities of practice: True collaboration 
between domain and computing experts
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James Watson, Francis Crick and
Maurice Wilkins shared the 1962 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the
discovery of the double-helix structure of
DNA. However, the discovery would not
have been possible without the brilliant
but short-lived Rosalind Franklin, whose
work underpinned that of those above,
but was never properly credited.
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Hacker & Wheeler, 2007
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How do we configure computer 
architectures to optimally support 
data-oriented computing?
How do we collect, access
and organize data?
How do we obtain usable
information from data?
How do we detect trends and 
relationships in data?
How do we represent data, 
information and knowledge 
to the user?
How do we combine data, knowledge























Computational Biology Data Integration
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(16 nodes @ 4TF,
soon 32 nodes @ 10TF,
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Remote Sensors
Automated Position Reporting 
System for Wildlife Tracking 
inexpensive hardware coupled 
with the amateur radio system 
for the real-time tracking of 
wildlife and monitor forests 
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Usable brain-computer interface for 
the handicapped 




























“create, deploy, & apply 
cyberinfrastructure in 
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Our academic and research response
Implications for research computing
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Basic ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0! ! !   ! ! ! ! Applied
Bohr Edison
 Motivation
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Computing and Information 
Sciences’ Critical Role 
Integrate data and models
Incorporate best system/software 
engineering practices
Perform domain-specific computing
Establish communities of practice
Build computing platforms specially designed for 
use within a given domain
Create domain-specific languages and 
representations for higher-level functions 
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The Three Is
Interaction: Combined action of two or 
more entities that affect one another 
Informatics: Computational techniques to 
manage and understand complex  data-
intensive systems
Infrastructure: Hardware, software, and 
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Cyberinfrastructure: Research 
Infrastructure for the 21st Century
37
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Cyberinfrastructure: Research 





advanced visualization and instrumentation
a cross-disciplinary research community!
Ci synthesizes 
centrally supported research computing 
local discipline specific applications, 
instruments, and other digital assets
 Motivation
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Cyberinfrastructure: Research 
Infrastructure for the 21st Century
Only through a careful coordination can 
RIT obtain a competitive advantage
It is an ongoing partnership between 
ITS & various computing-intensive research labs
computing experts and domain researchers
Specific needs depend on the prevalence 
of computing in your discipline
How can we leverage central/local resources?
What’s the impact of cyberinfrastructure on 
faculty, students, and staff?
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Recommendations
CI empowers our scholarly community by 
reducing effort required to learn, (re)create, 
administer, manage and maintain resources
freeing them to explore, innovate, and perform 
high quality scholarly work
eliminating redundant initiatives and breaking 
down silos
RIT should embrace the CI locomotive
teach it to everyone: working knowledge
realign existing efforts and encourage everyone to 
use CASCI (RIT’s support center for the 21st 
century research and scholarship)
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